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Abstract
Adpositions and case markers contain a high degree of polysemy and participate in unique semantic role configurations. We
present a novel application of the SNACS supersense hierarchy to Finnish and Latin data by manually annotating adposition
and case marker tokens in Finnish and Latin translations of Chapters IV-V of Le Petit Prince (The Little Prince). We evaluate
the computational validity of the semantic role annotation categories by grouping raw, contextualized Multilingual BERT
embeddings using k-means clustering.
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1. Introduction
Crosslinguistically, adpositions are among the most
polysemous word forms in a grammar. Polysemy
refers to the semantic phenomenon where one form
maps to multiple meanings that are interrelated but not
necessarily synonymous. Because of their high pol-
ysemy, a singular adposition can cover a wide range
of semantic fields while occupying the same syntactic
context. They describe both grounded spatial relations
and abstract causal relations; they occupy both core1

semantic roles and non-core semantic roles. Adposi-
tions cannot be trivially substituted for each other, and
their lexical semantics are heavily informed by con-
textual dependencies with their governor and object
(Srikumar and Roth, 2013), or head and dependent.
For case-marked languages, case markers on nouns can
individually or jointly occupy the same semantic roles
that an adposition individually represents in other lan-
guages, such as English. Latin and Finnish are case-
marked languages that use both adpositions and case
markers, but in three different semantic configurations:
1) the case marker solely represents a semantic role
(typically one of the case marker’s prototypical roles),
2) the case marker and adposition both represent the
same semantic role, 3) the adposition represents a se-
mantic role differing from the case marker’s prototypi-
cal role: together they convey a gestalt semantic role.
To account for lexical polysemy and identify semantic
configurations of adposition and case marker tokens,
we annotate semantic roles for those tokens using ver-
sion 2.5 of the English annotation guidelines of the
supersense hierarchy Semantic Network for Adposi-
tion and Case Senses (SNACS) (Schneider et al., 2018;

1Core semantic roles fill argument structure slots of a
main verb like give. For example, a prepositional phrase like
to me fills the RECIPIENT role in the English ditransitive con-
struction, as in “Give the book to me” .

Schneider et al., 2020b). In this paper, we present a
novel application of SNACS to Finnish and Latin trans-
lations of Le Petit Prince (The Little Prince) by creat-
ing a pilot annotation corpus2 consisting of Chapters
IV and V, two chapters that have existing SNACS an-
notations (Schneider et al., 2022) in English, German,
Korean, Hindi, and Mandarin Chinese for accessible
comparison. SNACS rules have previously not been
developed for Latin or Finnish.
The pilot annotations are an important step in docu-
menting the complex semantic collocations between
case markers and adpositions in these two languages,
both of which possess rich case systems. The corpus
also provides a clear foundation for developing compu-
tational models that can capture the combinatorial se-
mantic properties of highly polysemous adposition and
case marker tokens. In the latter half of the paper, we
present an experiment analyzing clusters of raw, con-
textualized Multilingual BERT embeddings (Devlin et
al., 2019) of adpositions and words containing case
markers, derived through k-means clustering. By ex-
amining the extent to which Multilingual BERT groups
tokens together according to linguistic features, the ex-
periment evaluates the applicability of a fine-grained
semantic annotation schema to a computational model.

(1) Case Marker + Adposition
puku-n-sa takia
attire-GEN.SG-3P.POSS because.of
because of his attire
(2) Case Marker Only
kaukoputke-lla
telescope-ADESSIVE.SG

with a telescope

Table 1: Glosses of Annotation Scenarios in Finnish

2Annotated corpus and code can be found at https://
github.com/dchensta/adpositions_case

https://github.com/dchensta/adpositions_case
https://github.com/dchensta/adpositions_case
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2. Annotation Methodology
Since Latin and Finnish both use a combination of ad-
positions and case endings, we annotated the follow-
ing scenarios, as depicted in Table 1: (1) combination
of adposition and case-marked object (2) case-marked
word with no neighboring (i.e. preceding or succeed-
ing) adposition. In the first scenario, both the case-
marked object and adposition both receive an identical
scene role annotation, although their function roles can
differ. Adjectives modifying these token types were
not included, as they cannot be considered a gover-
nor or object. The exception is when an adposition-
ally marked adjective has no noun object present at all
and an implicit noun object along the lines of “thing”,
“person”, or “place” can be construed, e.g. the Latin
dative plural word ignotis, meaning “to the unknown
(places)”.
Words marked by cases specifying core semantic roles
like AGENT and PATIENT, such as nominative and ac-
cusative in Latin and nominative, partitive, and gen-
itive in Finnish, were not annotated, excluding situa-
tions where an adposition pairs with a word marked by
one of these core cases3. More commonly, adposition-
less, case-marked words marked with one of these pro-
totypical semantic roles were not annotated in order to
focus on the typically non-core semantic roles covered
by SNACS. The exception is when a verb like päässyt
(päästä 1P.SG.PST.CONNEG ‘to arrive at’) in Finnish re-
quires a specific case (here, allative case) for the object
carrying the core role of THEME in the verb’s syntactic
frame.

2.1. Construal Analysis
The defining hallmark of SNACS annotation is the con-
strual analysis (Hwang et al., 2017). Rather than force
annotators to adjudicate a single label to assign to an
adposition, Hwang et al. (2017) specified a second cat-
egory to allow for dual annotations of the same token.
The two annotations are not required to align, allowing
for an adposition or case marker to express multiple
dimensions of semantic information reflected by other
lexical items in the sentence.
The first annotation is the scene role, which corre-
sponds to the most direct contextual role that the ad-
position or case-marked word plays in the overall se-
mantic space of the sentence. The assigned semantic
role specifies the relationship between the governor and
object, two entities linked by the adposition or case
marker. The second annotation is the function role,
which delineates the semantic contribution that the ad-
positional or case marker token itself provides to the
overall sentence meaning.
Table 2 depicts the application of the SNACS construal
analysis to English, Finnish, and Latin data. For each

3In Latin, the preposition in followed by an accusative-
cased noun like urbem (city) does not mark a core role of
THEME, but uses the combination of the preposition and
accusative-cased word to mark a non-core role of GOAL

sentence pair, sentence (a) shows an example of con-
strual analysis in which the scene role and function
role are congruent, and sentence (b) shows an example
in which they are incongruent. The congruent exam-
ples often label the tokens with their most prototypical
semantic function: LOCUS for the English preposition
in in (1a), ANCILLARY for the Finnish comitative case
marker -en in (2a), and LOCUS for the Latin preposition
in in (3a).
In sentence (1b), the preposition through received a
SNACS annotation of LOCUS->PATH, where “the for-
est” is both the metaphorical PATH of the “runs” event
and the static LOCUS (location) of the subject “the
road” in the global context of the sentence. This is
because a road is not an animate subject that can per-
form a running event, but an inanimate subject that
metaphorically traverses through the forest.
The metaphorical traversal is the semantic content of-
fered by the prepositional token itself, i.e. the func-
tion role. The preposition through inherently encodes
a PATH sense, where PATH is defined as “the ground
that must be covered in order for the motion to be com-
plete” (Schneider et al., 2020b). However, the over-
all function of through in sentence (1b) is to position
the road as being located inside a forest, given that the
running motion of the road is metaphorical. This is
a clear example of how construal analysis can display
the incongruency and shared semantic information of
metaphorical language.
In (2b), the inessive case in Finnish inherently en-
codes a locational sense corresponding to “in” in En-
glish. However, since the verb governor is erehdyn
(erehtyä 1P.SG.PRES ‘to err’), the meaning of the ines-
sive case marker -ssa can be construed as describing
the TOPIC that the speaker is making a mistake in, such
that the English prepositional translation can more lit-
erally read “I err regarding / with regard to length”.
In (3b), Latin often uses a dative form to mark posses-
sion if the POSSESSOR is a pronoun. The prototypical
role of the dative case is to be a RECIPIENT, or indirect
object of a sentence like “Sansa gave Jon a warning.”,
where Jon is the indirect object that would be marked
by the dative case. Thus, mihi, ‘my, lit. for me’, in (3b)
is assigned the function role RECIPIENT, which is typ-
ical of the dative case, but noted to have a scene role
of POSSESSOR, given its status as a pronoun describing
the owner of the nomen, ‘name’.

2.2. Specifications of Corpus

Language # Annotated
Tokens

Finnish 152
Latin 180

Table 3: Number of Annotated Case Marker and Ad-
position Tokens Per Language
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Sentence Scene Role Function Role
(1) English
a. The road is in the forest. LOCUS LOCUS
b. The road runs through the forest. LOCUS PATH

(2) Finnish
a. Ystävä-ni lähti pois lampai-ne-en. ANCILLARY ANCILLARY
friend-1P.POSS went away sheep-COMIT-3P.POSS
My friend went away with his sheep.

b. Erehdyn myös vähän pituude-ssa TOPIC LOCUS
I err also a little length-INESSIVE
I also err a little in/regarding length.
(3) Latin
a. In agr-is ambulav-i. LOCUS LOCUS
in field-ABL.PL walk.PERF-1P
I walked in the fields.

b. Nomen mihi est Davos. POSSESSOR RECIPIENT
name.NOM.SG I.DAT.SG is Davos
My name is Davos

Table 2: Construal Analysis in English, Finnish, and Latin

Table 3 depicts the number of case markers and adposi-
tions that were annotated, per language. Table 4 depicts
the subset of SNACS scene role labels that are covered
by the corpus, while Table 5 depicts the subset of func-
tion roles.
In general, the function role assignments for Latin were
more difficult due to the higher degree of polysemy
covered by only 6 cases in Latin, versus 15 cases in
Finnish. Thus, function roles for adpositions in Latin
had clear standard meanings for the adposition token,
whereas function roles for case markers required con-
sideration of the global context, especially for cases
like the ablative case that have several inherent / func-
tional standard interpretations that develop even more
complex interpretations for their ultimate scene role.
For this corpus, while we annotated for both scene and
function role according to construal analysis, we ac-
knowledge that the scene roles are more unambiguous
than function roles for case-marked words, given the
difficulty of assigning inherent meanings to languages
like Latin and Finnish that possess rich case systems.

Scene Roles
GOAL, TOPIC, POSSESSOR, PARTPORTION, INSTRU-
MENT, QUANTITYITEM, RECIPIENT, EXPERIENCER,
SOURCE, LOCUS, EXPLANATION, BENEFICIARY,
WHOLE, STUFF, IDENTITY, STIMULUS, MANNER, AN-
CILLARY, COMPARISONREF, THEME, MEANS, TIME,
AGENT, POSSESSION, CHARACTERISTIC, PURPOSE,
CAUSER, ORG, GESTALT, DURATION, SOCIALREL,
REFERENCE, COST, PATH, SPECIES

Table 4: SNACS scene roles assigned to the corpus of
Finnish and Latin translations of Le Petit Prince

Function Roles
GOAL, SOURCE, POSSESSOR, PARTPORTION, INSTRU-
MENT, LOCUS, EXPLANATION, IDENTITY, RECIPI-
ENT, MANNER, COMPARISONREF, INDEFINITE OB-
JECT (not in original SNACS), ANCILLARY, PATH,
STUFF, AGENT, MEANS, TIME, CAUSER, GESTALT,
TOPIC, DURATION, REFERENCE, COST, CHARACTER-
ISTIC, BENEFICIARY, ACCUSATIVE OBJECT

Table 5: SNACS function roles assigned to the corpus
of Finnish and Latin translations of Le Petit Prince

3. Application of SNACS Annotations
In the remainder of the paper, we present an experi-
ment that aligns the linguistic groupings of adposition
and case marker SNACS roles with computational rep-
resentations of those tokens.

3.1. Related Work
Liu et al. (2019) conducted seventeen probing tasks to
identify the linguistic knowledge captured by contex-
tual word representations in neural network and trans-
former models like BERT. One of these tasks was a
preposition supersense disambiguation task trained on
the English STREUSLE 4.0 corpus (Schneider et al.,
2020a), which houses SNACS annotations. Liu et al.
achieved a performance higher than the then state-of-
the-art by using a linear probing model to run prepo-
sition supersense disambiguation using BERT embed-
dings, improving from 66.89 to 79.61 for scene role
annotation and from 78.29 to 90.13 for function role
annotation. This was a supervised task showing the
usefulness of SNACS annotations in NLP architecture.
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Many linguistic evaluations of contextualized word
embeddings tend to focus on deep learning models’ ac-
quisition of syntactic structures. Tenney et al. (2019)
probe for sentence structure across syntactic, semantic,
local, and long-range phenomena, and found that while
syntactic representations were strong, semantic tasks
like semantic role labeling did not benefit greatly from
contextualized representations, like the word embed-
dings that BERT employs. Chi et al. (2020) ran an un-
supervised clustering task on the multilingual mBERT,
discovering that mBERT natively represents syntactic
dependency labels that agree with the Universal Depen-
dencies labels prescribed by linguists. This indicates
that semantic minimal pairs for polysemous tokens rep-
resent a significant challenge for contextualized repre-
sentations like mBERT, since adpositions often occupy
identical syntactic environments, as do case markers.

3.2. Generating Contextual Embeddings for
Alignment Task

To test for computational alignment of adposition and
case marker tokens with their SNACS roles, we gen-
erated embeddings for each token of interest. Ideally,
the contextual embeddings of BERT transformer mod-
els can intrinsically collocate the semantic functions of
adpositions and case markers, in the same way a lin-
guistic schema like SNACS groups its supersenses.
Each translation of Chapters IV and V of The Lit-
tle Prince was fed into uncased4 Multilingual BERT
(mBERT) sentence by sentence. BERT transformer
models are notable for using contextualized word em-
beddings, which encode sentence-specific context for
each word, in a departure from static word embeddings
like GloVE (Pennington et al., 2014) and word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013). The mBERT model (Devlin et
al., 2019) is trained on 104 languages, including Latin
and Finnish. We chose this model to test the crosslin-
gual applicability of the SNACS supersense hierarchy,
whose semantic role labels theoretically are universally
applicable to typologically diverse languages.
mBERT does not generate word embeddings per se,
but splits each whitespace-separated word into Word-
Pieces: morphemes of a word that are automatically
segmented by the transformer. This means that some of
the morphemes that receive embeddings do not neces-
sarily line up with the adpositions and case marker mor-
phemes. For example, mBERT splits up the Finnish
postposition paitsi into the WordPieces pai and ##tsi,
but another Finnish postposition kohti remains intact as
a single WordPiece. Thus, alignment is not necessarily
a one-to-one process or consistent across tokens with
the same POS tag.
However, WordPiece tokenization does allow for con-
venient analysis of case marker suffixes, which tend to

4We chose to use an uncased model to prevent cased ad-
positional words being assigned different embeddings from
uncased equivalents, e.g. In versus in. By uncasing all text,
this misleading distinction is avoided.

be segmented cleanly and presumably carry the bulk of
the adpositional or case-marked meaning. For exam-
ple, the allative case marker in Finnish, -lle, produced
a neat cluster of ##lle WordPiece segments, with some
variation of vowels preceding the -lle. In the case of
prepositions like paitsi, which was segmented into pai
and ##tsi, we chose to analyze the last segment5 for
alignment, to avoid collocations of a stem like pai with
noun stems.
For the purposes of this experiment, we chose to an-
alyze only scene role annotations, despite having per-
formed the full construal analysis on the entire corpus.
Since we want to align senses that are shared amongst
disparate adpositions and case markers, a pair of em-
beddings with higher cosine similarities should reflect
shared scene roles. To provide an English example, an
in token corresponding to the LOCUS scene role should
align to a different cluster than an in token correspond-
ing to the TOPIC scene role.

3.3. Clustering Methodology
After running tests that revealed higher cosine similar-
ity scores between WordPiece embeddings that were
created through concatenation rather than summation,
we chose to concatenate the last four hidden layers.
This resulted in each WordPiece embedding being rep-
resented by a vector with 3,072 dimensions, the result
of the concatenation of four vectors of 768 dimensions:
the length of a standard hidden state vector.
The k-means clustering algorithm is an unsupervised
machine learning task that takes in a set of data points
as input and groups each data point into a user-specified
amount of clusters. The scene roles in the SNACS hi-
erarchy were designed to not require global knowledge
of all other scene role types to produce an annotation
belonging to that scene role category, which describes
specific semantic variations that warrant a unique cat-
egory label. We do not control for granularity, since
more fine-grained categories are unique enough (e.g.
POSSESSOR and WHOLE both are subsumed by the
coarser-grained GESTALT, but each category possesses
different animacy obligations and would thus co-occur
with different semantic classes of nouns) to be treated
as separate categories for the purposes of a baseline
clustering task.
The number of unique scene role annotation labels
we assigned for both the Latin and Finnish texts was
roughly 30 scene roles per language. There are 50
unique SNACS supersenses, so theoretically, mBERT
should be allowed the entire range of options to per-
form its clustering. For both languages, we slowly de-
creased the number of clusters from 50 to get closer ap-
proximations to the mBERT WordPiece embeddings’
semantic clustering.

5Luckily, most Finnish and Latin adpositions did not re-
ceive spurious segmentations like paitsi, given that many
Finnish and Latin adpositions are quite short in length (e.g.
the preposition ad in Latin).
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# Clusters Cluster
50 ##assa(36), ##uksessa(38), ##ssa(127), ##ssa(167), ##sina(192), ##ssa(233), ##na(268), ##ssa(314)
30 ##ksi(22), ##assa(36), ##alla(53), ##oilla(93), ##lla(96), ##sena(111), ##ssa(127), ##a(136),

##ssa(167), ##lta(189), ##sina(192), ##lla(217), ##lla(223), ##a(227), ##ssa(233), ##lla(243),
##la(258), ##na(268), ##ssa(314)

15 ##kella(17), ##ksi(22), ##ulla(25), ##kella(30), ##assa(36), ##uksesssa(38), ##alla(53), ##oilla(93),
##lla(96), ##sena(111), ##ssa(127), ##a(136), ##a(155), ##uudessa(157), ##ssa(167), ##lta(189),
##sina(192), ##lla(217), ##lla(223), ##kill(226), ##a(227), ##ssa(233), ##lla(243), ##nna(248),
##llaan(253), ##la(258), ##na(268), ##tajana(290), ##ssa(314)

Table 6: The three clusters that the inessive case marker -ssa in yksityiskohdi-ssa is assigned to when varying the
number of clusters from 50, to 30, to 15. The indices in parentheses correspond to the index of the WordPiece
token in the list of adpositions and case-marked words manually isolated from the text.

Since the mBERT token embeddings possess extraor-
dinarily high dimensionality, we used principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) to lower the vector size from 3,072
to 100 dimensions to allow for more efficient process-
ing time for k-means clustering.

4. Results
We annotated 29 scene role labels throughout Chap-
ters IV and V of the Finnish translation of Le Petit
Prince (de Saint-Exupéry, 2001a), Pikku Prinssi (de
Saint-Exupéry, 1980), and 32 scene role labels through-
out Chapters IV and V of the Latin translation, Reg-
ulus (de Saint-Exupéry, 2001b). Cluster sizes of 50,
30 and 15 failed to collocate tokens that were anno-
tated with the same scene role. Even with 30 clusters,
a closer approximation to the number of scene roles
we annotated, we found that clusters were still parti-
tioned strictly morphologically, inhibiting any mean-
ingful collocations.
To illustrate how we analyzed clusters for each anno-
tation at at time, Table 6 depicts the three clusters pro-
duced at varying clustering sizes (50 clusters total, 30
clusters total, 15 clusters total) that were assigned to the
Finnish word yksityiskohdi-ssa, marked with inessive
case. From just this example, it is clear that decreas-
ing the total number of clusters is necessary to increase
the scope of a cluster containing yksityiskohdi-ssa to
include other inessive markers with longer morphologi-
cal alternations, such as -uksesssa, -assa, and -uudessa,
none of which appear in the cluster containing just -
ssa at levels of 50 clusters total and 30 clusters total.
This was the case for all adposition and case marker to-
kens, where semantic groupings were not nearly inclu-
sive enough until the total number of clusters possible
for the algorithm was abstracted down to 15.

4.1. Alignment of Joint Adpositions and Case
Markers

In both languages, adpositions were almost always
found in separate clusters than their case-marked noun
objects. For example, alignment was strongest within
the category of PARTPORTION, a scene role that is
represented almost exclusively by adpositions in both

Finnish and Latin. Thus, individual clusters for adposi-
tions were far more frequent than clusters that pair ad-
positions with their dependent case marker. For exam-
ple, the Latin preposition de selects an ablative-marked
noun object. De exists in a cluster populated exclu-
sively by de and a adpositions, both of which select
ablative-marked noun objects. Notably, this cluster was
completely disparate from the cluster containing other
words marked by the ablative case marker -e.

4.2. Adpositional Phrases with Multiple
Tokens

muusta kuin
another like
but, except

Table 7: Gloss of Postpositional Phrase in Finnish

Some alignment errors indicate potential biases in the
raw embeddings. As shown in Table 7, the postposi-
tional phrase muusta kuin consists of the noun muusta
and the postposition kuin. Both words together cre-
ate a joint meaning of “except”, which we annotate as
PARTPORTION. For this specific instance of the postpo-
sitional phrase, a contextually aware embedding would
have grouped kuin with muusta, but mBERT simply
classified the muusta token with other words marked
by the elative -sta marker.
This example indicates that mBERT’s contextual rep-
resentations are not capturing polysemous context for
postpositional phrases like muusta kuin that consist of
multiple adpositional tokens. Besides this example,
mBERT did generally assign different adposition to-
kens that we labeled as PARTPORTION to the same clus-
ter. The misalignment of muusta kuin indicates that
mBERT prioritizes prototypical, word-specific seman-
tics for multiword Finnish adpositions.

4.3. Morphological Alternations of Case
Markers

SOURCE and TOPIC showed little to no cluster align-
ment in both Finnish and Latin. Some Finnish words
with ablative and elative case were assigned identi-
cal scene role and function roles, indicating that they
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were occupying the prototypical semantic role of the
case marker (e.g. elative case has the function role
SOURCE). Morphologically distinct instantiations of
the elative case were not grouped together. For exam-
ple, siitä, the elative form of the pronoun “it”, is in a
different cluster than josta, a wh-word meaning “from
which” that is marked by the agglutinative elative case
marker -sta.
In Latin, the second declension ablative singular case
marker ##ulo from regulo was grouped into a clus-
ter containing primarily noun stems. Meanwhile, the
first declension ablative singular ending ##ia in adan-
sonia was properly grouped with other ablative sin-
gular endings, while the preposition ab belonged to a
small cluster consisting almost exclusively of ab and in,
another ablative-selecting preposition. While preposi-
tions again cluster well together, the strict partitioning
of mBERT clusters, even with regard to morphologi-
cal variations of the same case marker, showed an even
more semantically insensitive encoding of adpositions
and case markers than the mismatched clusters of the
PARTPORTION examples.
TOPIC is represented by the genitive, elative, and ines-
sive cases in Finnish. All three were in different
clusters, so there was no alignment. In the case of
the elative-cased ystävä-stä-nne, which had an addi-
tional possessive suffix -nne appended after the elative
case marker morpheme -stä-, the word was not even
grouped together with other clusters containing pri-
marily elative case suffixes; it was grouped with noun
stems because the WordPiece token that received an
embedding was ##stän, only 1 letter off from the pro-
totypical elative case marker morpheme. These exam-
ples indicate that mBERT clusters similar token em-
beddings via strict morphological partitioning. The
model does not account for morphological alternations
of trivial minimum edit distance of the same syntactic
structure, much less semantic similarity across distinct
case markers that occupy the same semantic role.

4.4. Broader Implications
The choice of the multilingual BERT model certainly
has implications for the k-means clustering task that
using a monolingual, language-specific model may not
have had. The ability to generalize to 104 languages
might yield a more homogeneous language neutrality
that is unable to account for semantic similarities that
cross morphological boundaries within just one lan-
guage. The monolingual Finnish BERT model, Fin-
BERT (Virtanen et al., 2019) trains the transformer
model on significantly more data than mBERT, which
only covers 3% of FinBERT’s training data. This
results in better WordPiece segmentation, more con-
textual information to draw from, and a theoretically
more accurate representation of semantic similarities
between the more accurate WordPieces. However,
our initial experiments with running a k-means clus-
tering using FinBERT embeddings yielded clusters as

similarly disorganized and non-discriminatory as the
mBERT clusters. Given the unpromising results, we
did not pursue an in-depth analysis of the FinBERT
clusters for the purposes of this paper.
Libovický et al. (2020) ran experiments to test the lan-
guage neutrality of mBERT, and found that crosslin-
gual alignment of function words was widely accurate.
Since function words like adpositions are very frequent
in a language, they regarded them as part of the centroid
of a language and thus the most indicative of language-
specific features.
Subtracting the centroid successfully suppressed the
language-specific phenomena exhibited by function
words by decreasing performance on a language iden-
tification task from 93.5% to 86.7%. This accuracy
score is still relatively high, showing how largely neu-
tral mBERT is, to the point where removing adposi-
tional semantics barely decreased performance.
This high neutrality seems to have produced somewhat
similar cluster types among both Latin and Finnish
data. For example, both languages have clusters
that group together multiple case markers (inessive,
adessive; ablative in Finnish and genitive, dative, and
ablative in Latin) as well as reserving clusters for spe-
cific morphological instantiations of case endings , like
elative -sta in Finnish and ablative -e in Latin. For
both languages, similarities between WordPiece em-
beddings appeared to be attributed solely to morpho-
logical similarity, with morphological alternations of
same case marker not being assigned to the same clus-
ter.
Using principal component analysis to reduce di-
mensionality runs the risk of oversimplifying the se-
mantic sensitivities of contextualized embeddings like
mBERT. Given that the higher cosine similarities ex-
isted for the 3,072 dimensions representing 4 concate-
nated layers as opposed to the 768 dimensions repre-
senting 4 summed layers, it is clear that the downgrade
from 3,072 to 768 already compromised the similari-
ties of vectors representing polysemous tokens. Future
work can explore alternative methods for reducing di-
mensionality, such as kernel PCA.

5. Conclusion
We conducted a novel application of the SNACS super-
sense hierarchy to Finnish and Latin, neither of which
has undergone SNACS analysis before. The corpus of
pilot annotations for translations of The Little Prince
identify unique lexical and combinatorial properties of
how adpositions and case markers encode semantic
roles. Since other translations of The Little Prince have
been annotated for SNACS, like Korean, German, and
Hindi, the novel adaptation for Latin and Finnish can
provide more insight into the crosslingual applicability
of the hierarchy.
The corpus also lends itself to an investigation of
the computational tractability of semantically com-
plex groupings like SNACS. Using an unsupervised k-
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means clustering algorithm, we tested for alignment of
annotated SNACS semantic role labels with the raw,
contextual Multilingual BERT embeddings of disparate
tokens that receive the same SNACS annotation.
Overall, alignment using mBERT embeddings was not
successful. Scene roles that spanned morphologically
distinct case markers and adpositions could not be
matched up with a cluster containing these diverse
items. Instead, clusters were almost always partitioned
strictly morphologically. Adpositions sometimes clus-
tered together, but mostly within clusters consisting
only of that adposition, and not with semantically sim-
ilar adpositions or case markers that had a different
morphological composition. These results indicate that
mBERT is somewhat naive in representing adpositions
and case markers, failing to account for the semantic
variations displayed by these highly polysemous to-
kens.
Future work can leverage the annotations to create pro-
grams that can automatically produce SNACS annota-
tions for Finnish and Latin data. Another experiment
of interest is whether BERT embeddings can be math-
ematically retrofitted to better reflect the complex se-
mantic content carried by adpositions and case mark-
ers.
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